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No One is Safe in the Same Room With the US

Having the US as an ally is like sharing a room with a known thief who is thought to be 
a serial killer. And this analogy holds—at least back through the Clinton Administration.
Now, under Biden, having the US as an ally is more dangerous than ever before. 

US larceny relies on failed human intelligence because no one in their right mind 
would become prey to such utter nonsense. And domestically, Americans are subject to 
the same 'profit motive' propaganda and tactics that are enjoyed by foreign nations.

How stupid must the Germans be (and all of Europe for that matter), to go along with 
the most obvious, infantile, '3 card monte' game being played on them, given Biden's 
election platform to bring jobs back to the US—an impossibility when comparing labor 
costs in China. So what to do? Since the US cannot compete in the global labor mar-
ket, it had to gain its ends using trickery. Relying on human stupidity—it did just that.

What might the US do to steal productivity from the world? How about we bankrupt 
Europe such that its productive base is forced to move to the US. That way we don't 
have to reduce wages, and hopefully no one will notice. That is, and has been the plan.

Europe, at US behest, has been sent back into foreboding, 'fairy tale' times of the 
'Brothers Grimm'—well named because any European future pushes 'limits of 'grim'.

All that needed to happen, and did, was to make Ukraine epicenter for EU values—
to somehow get Europeans to trade everything they ever worked for a cause, all 
dressed up as democracy—but actually a 'blunt force', ignorant-bully takeover of Eu-
rope by its erstwhile US ally—all strategized for completion before Europe saw into it. 

As with Americans lining up for boosters while neighbors miscarried or fell-down in 
heart attacks, Europe, long ago, gave over its freedom to choose to stupid, evil, mean-
spirited bureaucrats, who then cajoled and forced citizens into giving-up their culture.

 EU citizens are not rising up—not enough to stop what is happening to them. They 
don't react with outrage when 'feeble-minded' Blinken (author of the 1982 classic: 'Ally 
vs. Ally'), responds to NS1/2 sabotage as a 'great opportunity'. For what? Naming Gre-
ta Thunberg as head of the EU—or just 'great opportunity' for an evil empire to persist?

What blowing the pipeline did was to throw German productivity back into the 'dark 
ages'. All that's needed is a return of the 'black plague' to make the journey complete. 
Having supported Ukraine, and having funded the killing of young Russians, it will be a 
cold day in hell before Russian gas flows freely to industrial plants in Germany.



The war in Ukraine, for the US, has its costs, and its benefits. Scores of $ billion 
book entries show long-term cost, but with Ukrainians doing all the dying, the US war 
machine may end up making more profit than what is being invested in the genocide of 
Ukraine. And that is a secondary aspect to US 'blunt edged' strategy being played-out. 

Europe's prosperity is not possible without Russian energy—which the EU will, too 
late—discover. There is no replacement for $-trillions made from $-billions paid for 
Russian energy. Results of that loss will rend the EU asunder over 2 winters. And, in-
stead of dancing to 'The Electric Light Orchestra', Europe will dance to its new group
—'The Rolling Blackouts'. Or my friend Mark's meme: 'Europe's done—stick a fork in it.

A US gambit to keep the war going to the last Ukrainian, seemingly, also works for 
the Russians, who, after grinding Ukraine into economic and military hell will leave 
nothing usable for neocons to control—to 'Build/Back/Better'. As a consequence, US 
peace distractions are just that—an appearance of 'peace'. Someone wins this thing. 

How does this play out in Europe? Italians react emotionally, as do the French, and 
once the US ploy is realized both will take to the streets. The Brits (backed by 'football 
thugs'), will mount an even more angry/hostile response. But what about Germans, 
slow to anger, but once they do, threaten everything in sight? Unjust WW1 reparations 
gave rise to an unlikely Adolf Hitler—and German revenge. I wonder if, somewhere in 
Bavaria, there is a young German who will 'rain retribution' on those who did this?

The lack of a 'red wave' in the US midterms takes away any possibility of a 'breather' 
from the 'left' agenda (a small breather as most of Congress is bought and sold). Now, 
not much will change. If the republicans get a slim margin in the House, funding for 
Ukraine will be more difficult—but, as usual, the 'war machine' funds both parties. 

Domestically, outcome for the midterms is vital for the left/neocons. Here in Oregon I 
received immediate texts from the democrats when it became apparent the Georgia 
senatorial race might well decide control of the Senate. What they wanted from me 
was my recognition and my vote that we stop McConnell's billionaires from wresting 
control of Biden's 'ambitious agenda'. They got that right: it's billionaires everywhere 
you look, and just now I laid-out Biden's actual ambitions. Go Herschel Walker!    

Ukraine is epicenter for the US. A decisive US loss in Ukraine would be a global de-
bacle for NATO/US. To that point, it will be allowed for hearings in the House to con-
nect the Biden family with China—but not Ukraine. No one, the president and other lu-
minaries included, is safe in the same room with the US—nothing is above reproach.
 What we have in the US is 'virtual' equivalent to the worst horrors from Greek 
mythology. As seen in the news today, with John Bolton reportedly mocking a 'ripping 
away' of the 1st Amendment, this signals an end to any residue for 'constitutional rev-
erence'—an 'indicator species' capable of taking virtual, mythos murder—into reality.  

The West focuses on Russia 'backing away' from Kherson while 'China and the 
BRICS' progress, enlisting all OPEC nations in an ongoing process to take over global 
economics. The world sees both China and Russia as trusted partners compared to 
the US. Nations sanctioning Russia? If done by secret vote, my guess is 4-1—against.  

This article might cost me some 'flag waving readers'—my China article in the morn-
ing might cost me on both sides of the aisle. Hearing the truth hurts—but not hearing 
the truth can be fatal. 'You lot' can assist in maintaining my reader base by passing this 
article along. Contrarians become subscribers by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. 
My fiction is available at neverhadaboss.com. And thank you for supporting what I do.    


